STARTRACK STANDARD PRODUCT CATALOG

STARTRACK 5’x8’x14”
STARTRACK HD 5’x11’x16”
STARTRACK 7’-6”x8’x14”
STARTRACK 17’-6”x8’x14”

INSPECTION PIT
DRIP TRACK
BASE OPTIONS
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
MATERIALS:

CONCRETE: The Minimum 28 Day Strength shall be 6000 PSI
Optional: Special design mix utilizing Micro-Silica.
Optional: Corrosion inhibitor additive in lieu of epoxy reinforcing.

REBAR: ASTM A615, Grade 60
Optional: Epoxy-coated

SHOULders: "Pandrol" #8575 Cast
SHOULder DUCTILE - Iron Grade #65-45-12

RUNNING STRIPS: \( \frac{3}{16} \) UHMW Polyethylene

CLIPS: "Pandrol" #E2055 Clips-Spring Steel, Galvanized

INSULATORS: "Pandrol" #7400
Thermoplastic/Nylon

EXPOSED SURFACE: Form Cast Concrete
Optional: Hydrozo "Envirosail" Surface Treatment

DESIGN LOADING:
Cooper E-80 with 60% Impact
**StarTrack HD**

**5'-0" x 11'-0" Section**

Weight: 10,400 lbs.

---

**MATERIALS:**

**CONCRETE:** The Minimum 28 Day Strength shall be 6000 PSI
Optional: Special design mix utilizing Micro-Silica.
Optional: Corrosion inhibitor additive in lieu of epoxy reinforcing.

**REBAR:** ASTM A615, Grade 60
Optional: Epoxy-coated

**SHOULders:** "Pandrol" #6575 Cast
SHOULDER DUCTILE - Iron Grade #65-45-12

**RUNNING STRIPS:** 1" UHMW Polyethylene

**CLIPS:** "Pandrol" #E2055 Clips-Spring Steel, Galvanized

**INSULATORS:** "Pandrol" #7400
Thermoplastic/Nylon

**EXPOSED SURFACE:** Form Cast Concrete
Optional: Hydrozo "Enviroseal" Surface Treatment

**DESIGN LOADING:**
Cooper E-80 with 60% Impact

---

For more information about our products please visit us on the web at:
oldcastleprecast.com/startrack
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StarTrack HD
5'-0" x 11'-0" Section
Detail Drawings

PLAN VIEW

SECTION A-A

CONNECTION DETAIL

TYPICAL INSTALLATION SECTION

NOTE: SPECIFIC SITE CONDITIONS MAY VARY
**StarTrack**

7'-6" x 8'-0" Section

Weight: 9,550 lbs.

---

**MATERIALS:**

**CONCRETE:** The Minimum 28 Day Strength shall be 6000 PSI
Optional: Special design mix utilizing Micro-Silica.
Optional: Corrosion inhibitor additive in lieu of epoxy reinforcing.

**REBAR:** ASTM A615, Grade 60
Optional: Epoxy-coated

**SHOULders:** "Pandrol" #6575 Cast
SHOULDER DUCTILE - Iron Grade #65-45-12

**RUNNING STRIPS:** 3/8" UHMW Polyethylene

**CLIPS:** "Pandrol" #E2055 Clips-Spring Steel, Galvanized

**INSULATORS:** "Pandrol" #7400
Thermoplastic/Nylon

**EXPOSED SURFACE:** Form Cast Concrete
Optional: Hydrozo "Enviroséal" Surface Treatment

**DESIGN LOADING:**
Cooper E-80 with 60% Impact

---

"Pandrol" Brand Rail Clip
Type "E" 2055

"Pandrol" Brand Nylon Insulator #7400

---

1/4" UHMW Polyethylene

Rubber Rail Groove Filler

---

For more information about our products please visit us on the web at:
oldcastleprecast.com/startrack
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StarTrack
7’-6” x 8’-0” Section
Detail Drawings

PLAN VIEW

SECTION A-A

CONNECTION DETAIL

TYPICAL INSTALLATION SECTION
NOTE: SPECIFIC SITE CONDITIONS MAY VARY
SEE BASE OPTIONS PAGE
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**MATERIALS:**

**CONCRETE:** The Minimum 28 Day Strength shall be 6000 PSI
Optional: Special design mix utilizing Micro-Silica.
Optional: Corrosion inhibitor additive in lieu of epoxy reinforcing.

**REBAR:** ASTM A615, Grade 60
Optional: Epoxy-coated

**SHOULders:** "Pandrol" #6575 Cast
SHOULder DUCTile - Iron Grade #65-45-12

**RUNNING STRIPS:** 5/8" UHMW Polyethylene

**CLIPS:** "Pandrol" #E2055 Clips-Spring Steel, Galvanized

**INSULATORS:** "Pandrol" #7400 Thermoplastic/Nylon

**EXPOSED SURFACE:** Form Cast Concrete
Optional: Hydrozo "Enviroseal" Surface Treatment

**DESIGN LOADING:** Cooper E-80 with 60% Impact
MATERIALS:

CONCRETE: The Minimum 28 Day Strength shall be 6000 PSI
Optional: Special design mix utilizing Micro-Silica.
Optional: Corrosion inhibitor additive in lieu of epoxy reinforcing.

REBAR: ASTM A615, Grade 60
Optional: Epoxy-coated

SHOULders: "Pandrol" #6575 Cast
SHOULDER DUCTILE - Iron Grade #65-45-12

RUNNING STRIPS: 3/8" UHMW Polyethylene

CLIPS: "Pandrol" #E2055 Clips-Spring Steel, Galvanized

INSULATORS: "Pandrol" #7400
Thermoplastic/Nylon

EXPOSED SURFACE: Form Cast Concrete
Optional: Hydrozo "Enviroseal" Surface Treatment

DESIGN LOADING:
Cooper E-80 with 60% Impact
Typical Suggested Base Options

**SECTION VIEW**

**AGGREGATE BASE**

- **(ALL OPTIONS)** Suitable Subgrade (2500 PSF Min. Bearing) Compacted to 95%
- Geotext Membrane (Bottom & Sides)
- 4" PVC Perf. Wrapped w/ Filter Fabric to Drainage Structure
- Fine Aggregate 6" Minus
- Dense Graded Aggregate (98% Compact)

**SECTION VIEW**

**ASPHALT UNDERLAYMENT BASE**

**OPTION 1**

- Geotext Membrane (Bottom & Sides)
- Asphalt Concrete
- Dense Graded Aggregate (98% Compact)
- 4" PVC Perf. Wrapped w/ Filter Fabric to Drainage Structure
- Fine Aggregate 6" Minus

**SECTION VIEW**

**CONTROLLED DENSITY FILL BASE**

- Controlled Low-Strength Material (Per ACI 229 R-99)
- Flow Fill (Min Fc=500 PSI)
- 4" PVC Perf. Wrapped w/ Filter Fabric to Drainage Structure
- Fine Aggregate 6" Minus

For more information about our products please visit us on the web at: oldcastleprecast.com/startrack
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Preliminary Subsurface Investigation
(Optional)

Prior to removal of ties and ballast, soil samples shall be taken by a recognized soil testing laboratory and through laboratory analysis, sufficient data is collected to evaluate the depth of excavation and thickness of base required.

Subgrade Preparation

Rails, ties, asphalt, ballast, and sub ballast will be removed from an area comprising the length of the crossing plus 15’ on each end and 10’ wide (13’ wide for HD) to a minimum depth of 12” below precast modules, or as determined above. If any areas of pumping or other indications of instability are encountered, they shall be undercut as required and backfilled with compacted base course material.

The resulting subgrade shall be scarified and compacted to 95% of its peak dry density. Drainage tile shall then be installed in a trench area, surrounded by open graded stone or filter fabric.

The entire excavated area and sides shall be lined with an approved fabric equal in performance characteristics to “TYPAR” style 3401.

The base course material shall be applied in 4” lifts compacted to 98% of peak dry intensity. The leveling course (1-1/2” maximum thickness) shall be carefully screeded to the grade shown. Screeded surface to be within +/- 1/4” of grade. Fill and compact entire excavation. See StarTrack’s “StarTrack Base Options” for other acceptable subgrade procedures.

Module Placement

Modules shall be placed on the resulting base as snug as possible to one another and to within +/- 1/4” in alignment, utilizing lifting hardware provided. Sika 1A and T-Strip sealant shall be applied as shown on the drawing details. Should any screeded surface irregularity become evident during placement of modules, the module shall be removed and the surface corrected.

Placing and Fastening of Rail

Rail shall then be placed along StarTrack modules on both sides and all rail splicing completed, making sure all polyethylene pads are in place. After laying rail into blockout groove, start rail installation by centering rail between a set of shoulders, inserting nylon insulators, and then pull the clips into place over the insulators with the pandrol puller or other acceptable methods. Repeat this process throughout the crossing, then connect rail to track rail by normal methods. If necessary, adjust final alignment by moving modules with rail jacks or backhoe.

Placing of Rail Groove Filler

Install rubber rail groove filler according to StarTrack’s rail Groove Filler Installation Instructions for StarTrack Rubber Inserts.

Final Completion

Surface the adjacent track construction with new 10’ switch ties in the transition area. Install signal wiring in conduit if required. Apply T-Strips to joints as required. Clean all debris from excavation and pave alongside, up to and flush with module. Apply asphalt at ends of crossing to provide a 5’ transition from tie surface to module surface (optional). If asphalt is used for rail groove filler, run locomotive across to cut flangeway. Remove all construction debris from site and leave completed crossing in a clean condition. Package and ship loaned lifting hardware to plant (freight prepaid.)